Characterizing transcriptomes in both model and non-model organisms has resulted in a massive increase in 2 our understanding of biological phenomena. This boon, largely made possible via high-throughput 3 sequencing, means that studies of functional, evolutionary and population genomics are now being done by 4 hundreds or even thousands of labs around the world. For many, these studies begin with a de novo 5 transcriptome assembly, which is a technically complicated process involving several discrete steps. Each 6 step may be accomplished in one of several different ways, using different software packages, each producing 7 different results. This analytical complexity begs the question -Which method(s) are optimal? Using 8 reference and non-reference based evaluative methods, I propose a set of guidelines that aim to standardize 9 and facilitate the process of transcriptome assembly. These recommendations include the generation of 10 between 20 million and 40 million sequencing reads from single individual where possible, error correction of 11 reads, gentle quality trimming, assembly filtering using Transrate and/or gene expression, annotation using 12 dammit, and appropriate reporting. These recommendations have been extensively benchmarked and 13 applied to publicly available transcriptomes, resulting in improvements in both content and contiguity. To 14 facilitate the implementation of the proposed standardized methods, I have released a set of version 15 controlled open-sourced code, The Oyster River Protocol for Transcriptome Assembly, available at 16 http://oyster-river-protocol.rtfd.org/.
Introduction 18
For all biology, modern sequencing technologies has provided for an unprecedented opportunity to gain a 19 deep understanding of genome level processes that underlie a very wide array of natural phenomenon, from 20 intracellular metabolic processes to global patterns of population variability. Transcriptome sequencing has 21 been influential, particularly in functional genomics, and has resulted in discoveries not possible even just a 22 few years ago. This in large part is due to the scale at which these studies may be conducted. Unlike 23 studies of adaptation based on one or a small number of candidate genes (e.g. (Fitzpatrick et al., 2005; 24 Panhuis, 2006)), modern studies may assay the entire suite of expressed transcripts -the transcriptome -25 simultaneously. In addition to issues of scale, as a direct result of enhanced dynamic range, newer sequencing 26 studies have increased ability to simultaneously reconstruct and quantitate lowly-and highly-expressed 27 transcripts, (Vijay et al., 2013; Wolf, 2013) . Lastly, improved methods for the detection of differences in 28 gene expression (e.g., (Love et al., 2014; Robinson et al., 2010) ) across experimental treatments has resulted 29 in increased resolution for studies aimed at understanding changes in gene expression. 30 As a direct result of their widespread popularity, a diverse toolset for the assembly and analysis of 31 transcriptome exists. Notable amongst the wide array of tools include several for quality visualization - Universal Single-Copy Orthologs - (Simão et al., 2015) ), and RSEM-eval (Li et al., 2014) ). The ease with 37 which these tools may be used to produce transcriptome assemblies belies the true complexity underlying 38 the overall process. Indeed, the subtle (and not so subtle) methodological challenges associated with 39 transcriptome reconstruction may result in highly variable assembly quality. Amongst the most challenging 40 include isoform reconstruction and simultaneous assembly of low-and high-coverage transcripts (Johnson 41 et al., 2003; Modrek et al., 2001) , which together make accurate transcriptome assembly technically 42 challenging. Production of an accurate transcriptome assembly requires a large investment in time and 43 resources. Each step in it's production requires careful consideration. Here, I propose a set of 44 evidence-based guidelines for assembly and evaluation that will result in the production of the highest 45 quality transcriptome assembly possible.
46
Currently, a very large number of labs and research programs depend, often critically, on the production 47 of accurate transcriptome resources. That no current best practices exits -particularly for those working in 48 2 non-model systems -has resulted in an untenable situation where each laboratory makes up it's own 49 computational pipeline. These pipelines, often devoid of rigorous quality evaluation, may have important 50 downstream consequences. This manuscript, by proposing a specific evidence-based process, significantly 51 enhances the technical quality and reproducibility of transcriptome studies, which is critical for this 52 emerging field of research.
53

Methods
54
To demonstrate the merits of my recommendations, a large number of assemblies were produced using a 55 variety of methods. For all assemblies performed, Illumina sequencing adapters were removed from both 56 ends of the sequencing reads, as were nucleotides with quality Phred ≤ 2, using the program Trimmomatic 57 version 0.32 (Bolger et al., 2014) . The reads were assembled using Trinity release 2.1.1 (Haas et al., 2013) 58 using default settings. Trinity was used as the default assembler as it has been previously reported to be 59 best in class (Li et al., 2014; Smith-Unna et al., 2015) . Assemblies were characterized using Transrate 60 version 1.0.1 (Smith-Unna et al., 2015) . Using this software, I generated three kinds of metrics: contig 61 metrics; mapping metrics which used as input the same reads that were fed into the assembler for each 62 assembly; and comparative metrics which used as input the Mus musculus version 75 transcriptome. In 63 addition to the metrics provided by Transrate, I evaluated completeness of each assembly by use of BUSCO, 64 a software package that searches for highly conserved, near-universal, single copy orthologs. All assemblies 65 generated are available here, and will be moved to Dryad on acceptance.
66
To understand the influence of read depth on assembly quality, I produced subsets of size 67 1,2,5,10,20,40,60,80,100 million paired end reads of two publicly available paired-end datasets -A Mus 68 dataset -SRR797058 described in (Han et al., 2013) and a human dataset -SRR1659968. The subsampling 69 procedure was accomplished via the software package seqtk (https://github.com/lh3/seqtk). For the 70 evaluation of the effects of sequence polymorphism on assembly quality, I use reads from BioProject 71 PRJNA157895 described in (MacManes and Lacey, 2012), a Ctenomys dataset which consists of 10 read 72 files from the hypothalami of 10 different individuals. This dataset was assembled two ways. First, the reads 73 from all 10 individuals were jointly assembled in one large assembly [CODE] . This assembly was compared 74 to the assembly of a single individual [CODE] . Assemblies were generated and evaluated as per above.
75
To evaluate the effects of error correction, I used the subsampled read datasets, which were subsequently , RCorrector (Song and Florea, 2015) ,and BLESS version 0.24 (Heo et al., 2014) . In correction 79 algorithms (SGA, BLESS, bfc) that allowed for the use of larger kmer lengths, I elected to error correct with 80 a small (k = 31) and a long (k = 55) kmer, while for the other software (RCorrector, SEECER and Lighter) 81 that does not allow for longer kmer values, I set k = 31. bfc requires interleaved reads, which was 82 accomplished using khmer version 2.0 (Alameldin et al., 2015; Brown et al., 2012; McDonald and Brown, 83 2013). Code for performing these steps is available [here].
84
The effects of khmer digital normalization (Pell et al., 2012) were characterized by generating three 20 85 million and three 100 million read subsets of the larger Mus dataset. Digital normalization was performed 86 using a median kmer abundance threshold of 30. The resulting datasets were assembled using Trinity, and 87 evaluated using BUSCO and Transrate. Code for performing these steps is available in the diginorm target Post-assembly processing was evaluated using several assembly datasets of various sizes, generated above.
90
Each assembly was evaluated using Transrate. Transrate produces a score based on contig and mapping 91 metrics, as well as a more optimal assembly where poorly supported contigs (putative assembly artifacts) 92 are removed. Both the original and Transrate optimal assembly are evaluated using BUSCO, to help better 93 understand if filtration results in the loss of non-artifactual transcripts. In addition to Transrate filtration, 94 an additional, or alternative filtration step is performed using estimates of gene expression 95 (TPM=transcripts per million). TPM is estimated by two different software packages that implement two 96 distinct methods -Salmon (Patro et al., 2015) and Kallisto (Bray et al., 2015) . Transcripts whose 97 expression is estimated to be greater than a given threshold, typically TPM=1 or TPM=0.5 are retained.
98
As above, the filtered assemblies are evaluated using BUSCO, to help better understand if filtration results in 99 the loss of non-artifactual transcripts. Code for performing these steps is available in the QC target of the 100 makefile available [here].
for de novo genome assembly, seem likely to replace short-read-based de novo transcriptome assembly at 114 some point in the future.
115
For the typical transcriptome study, one should plan to generate a reference based on 1 or more tissue 116 types, with each tissue adding unique tissue-specific transcripts and isoforms. Though increasing the 117 amount of sequence data collected does increase the accuracy and completeness of the assembly (Figure 1,   118 3) albeit marginally, a balance between cost and quality exists. For the datasets examined here (vertebrate 119 tissues), sequencing more than between 20M and 40M paired-end reads is associated with the discovery of 120 very few additional transcripts, and only minor improvement in other assembly metrics. Read length should 121 be at least 100bp, with longer reads likely aiding in isoform reconstruction and contiguity (Garber et al., 122 2011). In the case where multiple tissues are sequenced, it is likely best to combine reads from each tissue 123 together to produce a joint assembly.
124
Because sequence polymorphism increases the complexity of the de bruijn graph (Iqbal et al., 2012; 125 Studholme, 2010), and therefore may negatively effect the assembly itself, the reference transcriptome 126 should be generated from reads corresponding to as homogeneous a sample as possible. For outbred, 127 non-model organisms, this usually means generating reads from a single individual. When more then one 128 individual is required to meet other requirements (e.g., for differential expression replicates or experimental 129 treatment conditions), keeping the number of individuals to a minimum is paramount. For instance, when 130 performing an experiment where a distinct set of genes may be expressed in different treatments (or sexes), 131 the recommendation is to sequence one individual from each treatment class. RAM. In addition to this, to eliminate the potential confounding factor of increased coverage, I assembled 137 another dataset that consisted of a random subsample of 3.8M paired-end reads from each of the 10 samples. This subsampled assembly used similar resources as did the single-individual assembly. Per Table 1 , the 139 joint assembly used more than eight times more reads, and is more than four times larger than the assembly 140 of a single individual. Despite the additional read data, the Transrate score is markedly decreased, 141 although the BUSCO statistics are slightly better. The large joint assembly suffers from major structural 142 problems that are unfixable via the proposed filtering procedures. Specifically, read-mapping data suggests 143 that 28.7% of the contigs in the joint assembly and 18% in the subsampled assembly could be merged, 144 versus 15% in the single assembly. This structural problem is likely the result of sequence polymorphism 145 and may cause significant issues for many common downstream processes. (Figure 2 , and Tables S1-S11) and Homo datasets (Tables 177 S12-S21). In all evaluated datasets, the error correction bfc was the best when correcting less than 178 approximately 20M paired-end reads. When correcting more, the software RCorrector provided the 179 optimal correction. The effects of error correction on assembly were evaluated using BUSCO and Transrate.
146
180
While error correction did not result in significant improvements in BUSCO metrics, the transrate scores were 181 substantially improved (Figure 3) . These scores were largely improved by the fact that assemblies using 182 error corrected reads had fewer low-covered bases and contigs, and a slightly higher mapping rate.
183
The error corrected reads are then subjected to vigorous adapter sequence removal, typically using Trinity's underlying algorithm has been pre-optimized to recover large numbers of alternative isoforms, 228 11 including many that are minimally supported by read data. As a result, in many cases, the raw assembly 229 will require filtration to remove these assembly artifacts. Reference dependent and independent evaluative 230 tools (e.g., Transrate, BUSCO) allow for evidence-based post-assembly filtration. Typically, an initial 231 quality-evaluation and filtration step is implemented using Transrate. This process assigns a score to the 232 assembly, and creates an alternative assembly by removing contigs based on read-mapping metrics. This 233 filtration step may result in the removal of a large proportion (as much as 67%) of the transcripts.
234
Reference-based metrics are generated before and after this filtration step to ensure that filtration has not 235 been too aggressive -that a significant number of known transcripts have not been removed. After
236
Transrate filtration, or alternative to it, it is often helpful to employ a filtration step based on TPM.
237
Because underlying assumptions of gene expression estimation software vary, which may result in variation 238 of the actual estimates, gene expression is typically estimated using two different packages, Salmon and 239 Kallisto. Transcripts whose abundance is less than either 1 or 0.5 are removed. Again, reference-based 240 metrics are generated to ensure that a significant number of known transcripts are not removed.
241
The results of filtration on several datasets of varying size are presented in Figure 4 . The reads used in 242 the 1M,5M,10M,20M subset assemblies were corrected with bfc, while the reads for the larger assemblies 243 were corrected with RCorrector. Each dataset was trimmed to a quality of Phred <2, and assembled with 244 Trinity. The raw assembly was filtered by Transrate and by gene expression. BUSCO evaluation was 245 performed before and after these filtration steps. In general, for low coverage datasets (less than 20 million 246 reads), filtering based on expression, using TPM=1 as a threshold performs well, with Transrate filtering 247 being too aggressive. With higher coverage data (more than 60 million reads) Transrate filtering may be 248 optimal, as may gene expression filtering using a threshold of TPM=0.5. Again, the strength of this process 249 is that it is guided by evidence, with filtering thresholds chosen based upon objective metrics. 
Number of Contigs
Count 0 150000 (Hiz et al., 2014; Liang et al., 2013; Shinzato et al., 2014) ).
Size of assembly
271
However, in addition to being a poor proxy for quality in genome assembly (Bradnam et al., 2013) River Protocol on these datasets resulted universally in a substantial (as much as 22%) improvement in the 289 completeness of assemblies. Given a major goal of these types of studies includes reconstruction all 290 expressed genes, this improvement may have substantial improvement on downstream work. The
291
Transrate score was dramatically improved as well, particularly in the Oreochromis and Delia assemblies.
292
This improvement speaks to the improvement of the structure of the assembly.
293
The filtering process through which these more optimal assemblies were is key. it may be determined that the structural integrity of the assembly outweighs improved content. In contrast 298 to how post-assembly filtering is typically done, this method allow for the researcher to make an informed 299 decision about these processes.
300 Within each column, the 5 metrics, separated by forward slashes are: 1. The original assembly 2. The 304 raw Trinity assembly 3. The Transrate filtered assembly 4. The TPM=1 filtered assembly, and 5. The
305
Transrate filtered assembly that has been further filtered by expression. In all cases the assembly 306 content, as evaluated by the BUSCO score is dramatically improved over the original assembly. These 307 content-improved assemblies have acceptable Transrate scores, which in 2 of 3 cases are vastly superior 308 to the scores of the original assembly.
309
Conclusions
310
With the rapid adoption of high-throughput sequencing, studies of functional, evolutionary and population 311 genomics are now being done by hundreds or even thousands of labs around the world. These studies 312 typically begin with a de novo transcriptome assembly. Assembly may be accomplished in one of several 313 different ways, using different software packages, with each method producing different results. This Assembly that aim to standardize and facilitate the process of transcriptome assembly. These 317 15 recommendations include limiting assembly to between 20 million and 40 million sequencing reads from 318 single individual where possible, error correction of reads, gently quality trimming, assembly filtering using 319 Transrate or gene expression, annotation using dammit, and appropriate reporting. The processes result in 320 a high quality transcriptome assembly appropriate for downstream usage.
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